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Abstract. We propose a technique for regularizing the determinant of a non-
invertible elliptic operator restricted to the complement of its nilpotent
elements. We apply this approach to the study of chiral changes in the
fermionic path-integral variables.

1. Introduction

In the computation of quadratic path-integrals one is naturally led to the
evaluation of determinants of differential operators. These determinants clearly
diverge because the eigenvalues λj increase without bound. Therefore, it is
necessary to adopt some regularization procedure. One technique which has
proved to be very useful is the ζ-function regularization [1]. Given an elliptic
invertible operator D of order m > 0, defined on a compact manifold M without
boundary, of dimension w, one forms a generalized (-function from D by defining

ζ(s, D) = Σ(D~sφh Φi> , (1.1)
j

where {φj} is any orthonormal basis and D ~~s is defined following Seeley [2]. For a
normal Z), we can take its eigenfunctions as φ s, and then (1.1) becomes

ί ( s , f l ) = Σ ^ s ί1-2)

These series converge only for RQs>n/m, but ζ(s, D) can be analytically extended
to a meromorphic function of 5 in the whole complex plane [2]. In particular, it is
regular at 5 = 0.

We can define the regularized determinant of D, Det(D), as

dζ'~ ™ ! (1.3)

Note that, for a normal D, since the C-function is given by Eq. (1.2), its derivative at
5 = 0 is formally equal to — Σ lnA7 , and then Eq. (1.3) turns to be the regularization

j

of the product of the eigenvalues of D.
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The previous definition, (1.3), holds only for invertible operators. Otherwise,
i.e. when D admits λ = 0 as eigenvalue, any natural definition for its determinant
should vanish. However, in many interesting applications, the evaluation of the
determinant Det' (D) of the restriction of D to a suitable subspace where it is
invertible, turns out to be necessary. This occurs, for instance, when studying
fermion fields coupled to a gauge field in a non-trivial topological sector.

In a previous work [3], we studied this problem for normal operators, by
defining

where α is a real parameter, and N =
The aim of this paper is the generalization of this definition to the general case.

As it is discussed in Sect. 2, this generalization is not straightforward owing to the
fact that the orthogonal complement of the null space of D is not, in general, a
stable subspace for D.

In Sect. 3, we apply this approach to the study of the Jacobian arising from a
chiral change in the fermionic variables in the path-integral defining the generating
functional for a fermionic field coupled to arbitrary external fields.

2. A Regularized Determinant of a Non-Invertible Elliptic Operator

Let D be an elliptic1 operator of order m>0 acting on the sections of a vector
bundle #" over a n-dimensional compact manifold M without boundary.

We shall denote by Jί the set (J Ker(Z)k).
A elN

Lemma 1. Jί is a finite dimensional space.

Proof. For an eigenvalue λ of D we shall write jD(λ) = dim (J Ker(D — λ)k.
fceN

Let α be a positive real number such that L = D + al is invertible. For I e N large
enough, Lι is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. So Σ JL-^W is finite, see for
instance [4]. Then μ l = α~Z

d i m ^ = Σ JDW S Σ hW < oo . Q.E.D.
λ = 0 \λ\=a

We shall denote:

P = orthogonal projection onto Jί, (2.1)

Note that, since Jί is a finite dimensional subspace of smooth sections of #", P
is an infinitely smoothing pseudo-differential operator (see for instance [5]); thus
the principal symbols of D, D + P, LD + P, and λD coincide, and then all of them are
elliptic operators.

1 Throughout this paper we assume that the elliptic operator D has a ray of minimal growth
(see [2])
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Lemma 2. a) The operators D + P and λD + P are invertible and their eigenvalues
coincide.

b) For α > 0 small enough, the operators D + al and LD + od are invertible and
their eigenvalues coincide.

Proof. For a φ such that (D + P)φ = 0, let us take φ = Φι+φ2, with φγ eJfL and
φ2eJr. Then, we have Dφ=~φ2, so φ = φ2eJr, since ΏφeJί. This implies
Dkφ2 = (- l)kφ2 = 0 for some k.

The invertibility of 1 D + P is evident.
It is easy to see that if λ is an eigenvalue of D + P, it is also an eigenvalue of

Now, if λ is such that there exists φ φ 0 satisfying (̂ Z) + P)φ = λφ, we can again
write φ = φι+φ2> with ^ e ./K1 and <̂ 2 e Jί.

If A+l, 1 D((ί 1 +^2) = ̂ i + ( > l ' - l ¥ 2 J

 t h e n </>2=®> and 1Dφ1=λφ1, so
. For fc such that Dkψ = 0, the function

is an eigenfunction of D + P with eigenvalue A.
It is clear that if λ = 1 is an eigenvalue of ±D + P then it is also an eigenvalue for

D + P.
We can prove analogously b). Q.E.D.
We shall choose an orthonormal basis {φj}j=if...,N of Jί such that if

φjφKQτ(Dk), then <^-J_Ker(Dfc). And any orthonormal basis {φj}j>N of JίL.

Lemma 3. For α > 0 small enough and Re( — s) sufficiently large, we have for ne¥ί
a) <(D + al)sφm φn} = ^
b)
c)

and, ifn>N, ((D + P+ aiγφn,φn) =

Proof a) Since D-\-ocI and LD + α/ have the same eigenvalues (Lemma 2) we can
choose a curve Γ in the s-complex plane such that for Res<0 [2]

and

(D + alYφ = — J /ls(i) + (α - λ)I) ~ιφdλ,
2π r

(λD + (xIYφ = -1- J λ^1/) + (α - λ)I) ~ιφdλ.
2π Γ

Then, it is enough to prove that

If

so

(<x-λ)I)~1φniφn} = - = < ( 1 D + ( α -
α —X
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lϊn>N and ψn = (D + (a — λ)I)~ 1φn, we can write ψn = ψ'n-fψ'ή, with ψ'ne JfL and
ψfή e Jί, then

Wn = Φn-(u- λ)ψ'n ~ (D + (α -

so 1Dψ/

n = φn — (oc — λ)ψ/

n. Therefore

Assertions b) and c) can be proved analogously. Q.E.D.
Given an invertible elliptic operator L, and s such that Res is large enough, the

complex power L~s [2] is a trace-class operator. We can define the ζ-function as

ί(s, L) = ΎτlL-^=Σ<L-sφm φn) = J tr [K_S(L; x, χ)]dχ, (2.2)
n

where K_ s(L;x, x) is the kernel of the operator L~s evaluated at x = y. The
ζ-function can be meromorphically extended to the whole s-plane, and it is regular
at 5 = 0. The regularized determinant of the operator L is defined as

1For N, P, and 1D as in (2.1), we have the following theorem:

Theorem.

] i m D e t ( D + ^ ) = D e D + e ± I ) +

Proof. For Res large enough, from Lemma 3, we can write

N oo

n=l

= JVoΓs +

and analogously

Therefore

Since both terms can be analytically extended to a neighbourhood of s = 0, and
from the continuity established in ref. [3], we have

= D e

Moreover, also from Lemma 3, we get ζ(s,D + P) = ζ(s, λD + P), and then

Q.E.D.

This theorem allows us to give the following definition of the determinant of the
restriction of D to JΓL.
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Definition.

_ „ x Λ. Det(i) + α7)
Όe\'{D)= hm ^ -.

Note that for an invertible Ω

D), (2.3)

since the eigenvalues λ of D and Ω 1DΩ coincide a.ndjD(λ)=jΩ-ιDΩ(λ).
We shall use in the next section the following result:

Lemma 4. For a small enough

d
—
as s = 0 ^ (2.4)

Proof. Note that for any invertible elliptic operator L,K_ 5 _ 1 (L;x,x) has at the
most a single pole at 5 = 0 [2], then expression (2.4) makes sense.

For Re 5 large enough, from Lemma 3, we can write

)"5' ιφn(x)®φl{x)

Then,

d

Σ

and this yields to (2.4). Q.E.D.

3. An Application: Chiral Changes in Fermionic Variables

Recently, Fujikawa [6] has shown that the Euclidean path-integral measure for
gauge theories with fermions is not invariant under chiral transformations, and
that it gives rise to a Jacobian related to the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly [7]. In ref.
[3], we studied this problem for invertible Dirac operators from the C-function
point of view. In this section we shall discuss how these results are modified when
the Dirac operator is non-invertible. This occurs, for example, when fermions are
coupled to a gauge field in a non-trivial topological sector.
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We start from the generating functional for a massless Dirac field coupled to
arbitrary external fields

Z(D) = J SfφSfφ exp { - j ψDψdx} , (3.1)

where the non-necessarily hermitian Euclidean Dirac operator is

D = ίyμdμ + gΌyμVμ + gAγ5γμAμ + gτ[yμ, yv] Tμv + gsS + gpy5P, (3.2)

Vμ, Aμ, Tμv, S, and D are vector, axial-vector, tensor, scalar, and pseudoscalar fields
respectively, and can also belong to a representation of the algebra of a symmetry
group G.

The Dirac matrices we are using satisfy {yμ,yv} = 2δμv, y + =γμ, y5yμ + yμy5 = 0,
y\ = 1. Furthermore, we shall assume that the fields behave at infinity, so that it is
possible to compactify Rn, for example, to Sn by stereographic projection.

According to Berezin's integration rules [8], the path-integral in Eq. (3.1) is
formally the determinant of the operator D. But, as it is well known, it either
diverges or vanishes. It diverges for invertible D, and is zero if D admits λ = 0 as
eigenvalue. However, it is necessary to obtain a regularized expression for Z(D).
This can be achieved by means of Det'(D), i.e. projecting out the null space of D and
its powers when it has nilpotent elements, and regularizing the product of non-zero
eigenvalues considered with their corresponding multiplicities. Note that
according to (2.2), each eigenvalue λ appears as many times as the dimension of the
space of generalized eigenfunctions corresponding to λ [4].

It is worth stressing that when D has nilpotent elements, the path-integral in
Eq. (3.1) does vanish if one does not project out the space JV of nilpotent elements.
Once this projection has been carried out the remaining path-integral precisely
yields to the determinant of the restriction of D to JίL.

Therefore, we define the regularized generating functional Z r e g(D) as

Z r e g(B) = Det'(D). (3.3)

Note that there is no need for considering the hermitian semi-definite operator
D + D in the definition of Zΐeg(D), as often appears in literature. Of course, this is
necessary when the regularization is performed by means of the heat-kernel
approach. However, it can be proved [9] that for hermitian operators both
approaches yield to the same chiral Jacobian.

The Z r e g(D) defined in Eq. (3.3) is, of course, invariant under a unitary
symmetry transformation of the theory

\ (3.4)

since according to Eq. (2.3), we have

reg(Z)). (3.5)

If we perform, in the path-integral defining Z(D), Eq. (3.1), the infinitesimal
change of fermionic variables

ψ = Ω5χ, ψ = χΩ5, (3.6)

where

Ω5 = \+εγ5φ(x), (3.7)
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we shall obtain

Det'(I>) = J Όet'(Ω5DΩ5), (3.8)

where J is the "Jacobian" associated to the linear transformation (3.6).
We are going to denote L as the transformed operator of an operator L through

the chiral infinitesimal transformation (3.6),

L-+L = Ω5LΩ5. (3.9)

We can write

D), (3.10)

where D — D is a zero-order differential operator because the principal part of D
(i.e. iξ) anticommutes with y5. Then according to ref. [3].

(3.11)

where Ja satisfies

^ o (3.12)

Since, for Res large enough, (D + α/)~s is a trace-class operator, from the
cyclicness of the trace,

-2aγsφ)'] (3.13)

-2αTr[(D + α J Γ s - I y 5 ^ ] .

Now, using Lemma 4, we have

(3.14)

So, replacing (3.13) and (3.14) in (3.12), we get

+ 2aεFa, (3.15)
Ids1

with

Moreover

d

~εJs
= lnJ α , (3.17)

)

= m J α , (3.18)
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where Jα and Ja are defined by

Det(D + α/) = JαDet(D + αf), (3.19)

and

Det(D + P + αJ + εy5^) = JαDet(D + P + αJ). (3.20)

Thus, (3.12) can be written as

lnJα = lnJ α -αlnJ α + 2αεiv (3.21)

From the continuity results of ref. [3], we see that

limε — [sCα(s)]
α^O US s = 0

(3.22)

and then the second term in the right-hand-side of (3.21) vanishes when α->0.
We can compute lnJα in terms of the kernel Ko(D + ocI;x, x) [2, 3]

α = - 2 ε J trlK0(D + ocI; x, x)y5~\φdx, (3.23)

and use the fact that K0(D + al x, x) = K0(D + P + αl x, x), since Ko depends only
on the asymptotic expansion of the symbol of the operator, and this expansion
does not change when the infinitely smoothing operator P is added.

Then,

(3.24)

so

limlnJ α =-2εJtr[K 0 (D + P;x,x)y 5]^x. (3.25)
α->0

Note that for the computation of K0(D + P;x, x), one can formally compute
"K0(D;x, x)" following Seeley's formulae disregarding the fact that D is not
invertible.

The last term in the right-hand-side of (3.21), ocFa, does not in general have a
limit when α-»05 owing to the possible presence of negative powers of α. The
presence of such divergent terms indicates the fact that the number of nilpotent
elements, N, changes through the transformation (3.9). This change leads to a
discontinuity at ε = 0 in Det'(D).

If JV does not change through the transformation (3.9), continuity arguments
imply that ocFa has when α—>0 the limit

Then,

pΦj>dx. (3.26)
7 = 1

j

(3.27)

Of course, N does not change if KerD = Ker£>2. This is the case, for instance,
for any normal operator.
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Another interesting application of (3.27) arises when D is such that

Dγ5= — γ5D, which implies D = D for a global chiral transformation, i.e. φ = const,

and then lnJ = 0. In this case, from (3.27) we get

Σ ί <7sΦj, Φj>dx = $trίK0(D + P; x, x)y5]Λc. (3.28)

It is easy to see that the basis of Jf, {φj}j=it.,.,N, can be chosen in such a way that

y$Φj= ±φj Then, we find

N+-N_=$trtK0(D + P;x,x)y5ldx, (3.29)

where N± is the number of eigenfunctions φ } of y5 with eigenvalues + 1 . Therefore,

the integral in the right-hand side (3.29) is an integer number.

When D is also hermitian, taking into account that K0(D ;x,x) = K0(D2 x, x)

[9], expression (3.29) reduces to the usual index formula.
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